2018 MAJOR AND LARGE MINOR PROJECTS

1. ROTH ATHLETICS CENTER
2. JOHN EULIANO BASEBALL EXPANSION (JOHN EULIANO PARK)
3. GARVY CENTER FOR STUDENT-ATHLETE NUTRITION
4. RESEARCH I
5. FACILITIES AND SAFETY BUILDING 16F
6. ENGINEERING I HVAC RENOVATION
7. DISTRICT ENERGY PLANT IV
8. CREOL EXPANSION
9. STUDENT UNION EXPANSION
10. JOHN C. HITT LIBRARY EXPANSION
11. TREvor COlBOURN HALL
12. REFLECTING POND RENOVATION
13. BIOLOGY GENERATOR / ANNEX
14. FACILITIES OPERATIONS SUPPORT
15. PARTNERSHIP IV RENOVATION
16. PARTNERSHIP V RENOVATION
17. UCF DOWNTOWN
   DR. PHILLIPS ACADEMIC COMMONS
   CENTRAL ENERGY PLANT
   PARKING GARAGE
   CENTER FOR EMERGING MEDIA RENOVATIONS
   UNION WEST

MINOR PROJECTS
• (350+)